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Abstract!
 
Mono summing is often used as a quality check in different audio industries. It’s used when sound 
engineers wants to get an appropriate estimation on how the material will behave in different kind 
of setups such as stores, radio broadcasting. One of the more recent mono devices is the 
smartphone and there are millions of users allover the world."
In 1961 US started to broadcast radio in stereo. The monophonic users were outnumbering the 
stereophonic users and this quality check was a necessity to make sure that the monophonic 
listener would be able to get the main message and/or the essence of the material that was 
broadcasted. One might say the situation reminds a bit of todays millions of smartphones when 
playing through the phones speaker. The method of mono summing, left channel + right channel, 
hasn’t changed since and the technique has been a standard for a long time. The standard is well 
established but it hasn’t been questioned in more recent time."
The aim with the study is to find out if there may be an alternative way to mono summing and if the 
conversion from stereo to mono can be done in way that would reproduce the material in a more 
authentic way."
Alternative mono conversions have been evaluated in listening tests. The results shows no major 
interest for an alternative mono conversion. It is still difficult to tell wether there might be a better 
way to mono summing and more research has to be done with other conversions, more songs and 
genres."""
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1.0 Introduction!"
The smartphones and tablets have brought many new benefits to us and changed the way we live 
our everyday life. One of the main features of a smartphone is the portability which in turn has 
resulted in that other qualities have been given way. One of the major losses lies in the speakers 
capability to reproduce audio quality."
The speaker in a typical cellphone is often very small and has a very limited frequency response, 
band width. The typical smartphone is equipped with one speaker and mono summing is therefore 
necessary when playing music and games through the devices speaker.""
By own experience I have noticed many apps seems to be based on the studio speaker rather than 
the speaker in the phone or tablet itself. There are sometimes sounds that contains real low 
frequencies which the phone is not compatible to reproduce. Music that are being produced and 
mixed today are rarely based on mobile devices but on the typical studio speaker and there is no 
obvious adjustments or optimization made to compensate the phones speakers reproduction."
The high amounts of sold iPhones¹ and the Samsung² series are huge. It seems like the speaker 
wont differ much between current and previous generation for instance the iPhone 4, 4s, 5, 5s. 
Even if the technology is evolving rapidly a new speaker is rarely a new feature in this industry and 
it’s rarely the main selling point represented by the companies.""
There seems like the corporations that makes the games and apps are mixing for headsets and/or 
bigger speakers. Same for the music industry."
I came to this conclusion when I recorded various apps and games into Ableton Live via a RME 
UCX. I did this to get my own reference and understanding of how games and apps sounds today."
The phone companies in general don’t seem to prioritize the sound quality much either.""
Yamaha NS10s are speakers that are common when working when with audio. It’s used for critical 
listening but also as a help to estimate how the mixes are to be perceived by the listeners, a 
smaller speaker with a quite limited bandwidth."
The increasing number of smartphones sold day by day, the smartphone may be a better suited 
reference speaker. This might provide the opportunity to have a greater chance to estimate how 
the mix is going to be perceived by the many listeners.""
Smartphones are using some of the latest components and inventions in technology while mono-
summing is about 50 years old [4]."
The iPhone has different EQ-presets for their music player in iOS. What if there would be an 
alternative, optional mono summations as well.""
What differs from the first stereo broadcast in US 1961[4] and today are the opportunities that the 
digital signals as streams and codecs gives. We can identify the devices that receive the streams 
and files that are being sent and we are able process the audio signal in the device itself in order to 
enhance it to the current circumstances and playback situation.""
The focus in this essay will be on the mono summing and different alternatives to the standard 
summing. It will function as a pre-trial on how to improve mono-summation for audio playback in a 
phones speaker. Is it possible to make a better mono conversion from stereo to mono and make 
the mono sound more similar to the stereo file. Listening tests will be made with Stereo, standard 
mono-summing and two alternative mono conversions. The test will be judged according to basic 
audio quality, BAQ - ”This single, global attribute is used to judge any and all detected differences 
between the reference and the object”[5].""
¹ iPhone is a product made by Apple Inc. http://www.apple.com"
² Samsung, http://www.samsung.com 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1.1 AIM OF THE STUDY!
The topic has become interesting because the mono listening may have increased over the last 
years  due to all monophonic music devices like smartphones and other portable devices. Mono 
summing haven’t been, what I know, re-questioned in context of the smartphone era."
The objective with the study is to try to find two alternative mono conversions to the current mono 
summing. These options will be tested along with the current mono summing in a listening test. It 
will be an explorative study due to the lack of studies on the topic in the modern digital era. It will 
be a thorough and careful study about whether mono summing can be done in a better way."
The device that will be investigated is an iPhone 4s. The results will hopefully show whether or not 
a new mono conversion is desired or needed and hopefully the results are is statistical significant. 
The specific and complete solution won’t be reported here.""
When searching for more recent solutions on how to make the summing more authentic to the 
original I’ve ended up without any results or suggestions. Today the we are using more 
smartphones than ever with the qualities of streaming lots of music and video but we are facing the 
loss of mono every time we are playing it through the phones speaker."""
2.0 Background!"
Mono compatibility has played a major role in various types of sound technical work. One of the 
eras were mono summing has been highly used was in 1961 when the Federal communications 
commission (F.C.C.) gave permission to broadcast stereo-material in radio-programs. USA 
adopted stereo standard for FM broadcasting as the new radio transmission standard in june 1961."
By the time the new standard took effect the monophonic listeners were outnumbering the 
stereophonic listeners. This resulted in a rather contradictory dilemma of the monophonic listener 
rather quickly came into focus. The monophonic listener would hear the sum of left and right which 
could lead to a sometimes distorted image of the program and/or that some of the program content 
were lost after the summing. In the F.C.C. report and order, they comment that,"
"In all probability, most of the stereophonic programming by the broadcasting industry will be from 
available stereophonic tapes and discs." 'For this reason, careful consideration must be given to 
the program material so that the degree of compatibility established with this type of transmission 
will be maintained.[4]	
"
The monophonic listeners where outnumbering the stereophonic listeners and music mixes were 
investigated to try to find connections and correlations between different songs and what material 
that would be acceptable to broadcast."
The mono summing that is being used today haven’t changed a bit since and is an old concept.""
2.1 WHAT IS STEREO?!
It’s easier to understand the cons with mono summing when looking on how stereo is created. 
Stereo can be created based on how we perceive sounds in our everyday life, but it can also be 
created in a more esthetic and/or surreal way using various stereo-effects. Previous studies have 
been made on how head related transfer function, HRTF, works.""
”When localizing a sound in space the use of timing and spectral characteristics of the sounds that 
reaches each of the ears is essential. The transmission to the two ears is given by the head-related 
transfer function (HRTF) for the given direction. The HRTF is defined as the pressure at the ear 
divided with the pressure in the middle of the head with the head absent”[6]""
There are several different factors that affects how we perceive sounds, two of the most basic 
parameters are amplitude and time. These two parameters are also two main factors in how we  
create stereo. 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The following list contains areas of use.""
1. Time based stereo - The difference in timing between left and right speaker helps us locate 

from where different sound sources comes from. It often can help a mixing engineer to create 
an illusion of which direction, for instance, an instrument is located and it helps us estimate a 
position. This is a factor we are exposed to in our everyday life. This is basic psychoacoustics 
and this is associated with intensity based stereo [7]. A typical microphone techniques for time 
based stereo are A/B and ORTF [2]."

2. Intensity based stereo/Coincidental stereo - Is also helping us to estimate and locate where 
various sound sources comes from [7]. Intensity based stereo is based on the correlation in 
level/amplitude between left and right speaker. This can be created, for instance when using a 
pan pot on a mixer or by placement of microphones. Two typical microphone techniques for 
intensity stereo are X/Y and Blumlein [2].""

Intensity based- and time based stereo are related in how we perceive sounds in our everyday life. 
The time based stereo can be experienced when for instance a sound is positioned at the right 
side of the head and the sound waves are arriving to the right ear before the left. Intensity based 
stereo will be perceived in the same scenario. Our skull is reducing the amplitude on the ear that is 
facing the opposite side to the sound source [1]. There are more parameters that affects on how 
we perceive and localize sounds for instance reflection and the spectrum which helps us estimate 
distance and spatial properties. We may recognize if we and or the sound source is positioned in 
an interior or exterior environment. If there are different objects around sound source or around us 
and sometimes even what that object may be or what it consists of. These are just a few of many 
parameters that helps us estimate, interpret and understand the environment we’re in by just using 
our ears."
Many of these phenomenon have been adapted to music, game and movie industries."
There are many stereo-effects like modulating-, delay-effects, for instance phasers and stereo-
delays that may help a sound engineer create a wider pop mix or a more surreal feel to a game or 
a movie. Some of these effects exists in real life such as flutter echo and slap back delay just to 
mention a few. Some effects don’t for intense phaser and chorus.""
Some previous studies on evaluating the mono compatibility have valued the following factors 
when controlling material for good mono-compatibility:""

The frequency-range and response should be equal to the stereo version."
The loudness and dynamic range of the original must be preserved"
The sources panned in the stereo image shall have a preserved volume and the proportions to 
each other shall remain."
The ratio between reverberant and direct sound shall be preserved.[3]"""

2.2 PROBLEMS WITH MONO SUMMING!
There are different problems and artifacts that may appear after mono summing i.e. a lead 
instrument in a comparison."
1. A solo instrument is positioned in the center of the stereo field. There is no difference in phase 

between left and right. Another instrument is positioned fully to the left. The centered 
instrument, which is reproduced with an identical signal in left and right, will get twice the 
amplitude compared to the other instruments when mono summed."

2. A solo instrument positioned i.e to the right would when mono summed sink in volume and get 
buried under other instruments in the mix.[4]""
These phenomenon appear because of how a center panned sound is using the same gain in both 
left and right channel. Compared to an instrument that is only being presented in one of the two 
speakers.""
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Comb filter effect may also occur when mono summing, especially time based stereo.""
M/S-stereo"
The M stands for mid and the S stands for side. It is used to separate the mid-signal from the side-
signal. The mid-signal is the information that is in phase between left and right channel and the 
side what differs in phase. This technique can be used for instance when recording, mixing and 
mastering. In a mix or mastering situation the mid-signal is generated using L + R channel and the 
side-signal is generated using L - R channel. This can help a sound engineer to get a better control 
of the mono- and stereo-content. 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3.0 Method!"
A background check for scientific papers and previous made studies was made. There were 
articles and papers about how mono compatibility have been done and how quality checks have 
been performed in previous history. There were information about what to keep in mind when 
recording and/or mixing stereo. Searches on the web and on forums were made in hope to find out 
new ideas on how summing could be alternated and improved. There were very little information 
about the topic except information about the current summing and how it’s done and how to quality 
check tracks. There were also information on what consequences and artifacts that may occur 
when summing. The study then got a focus on different stereo techniques  to hopefully find out 
more about the indirect limitations and artifacts that may appear in mono summing. The method is 
mostly based on the alternatives on the +/-3dB effect that occurs to various extent when mono 
summed, see ”2.2 Problems with mono summing”. Stimuli were chosen by listening through a wide 
variety of music, genres and constellations. The music were from different decades because of 
different mixing trends throughout history.""
The method is reported in the three following sections: Measurement, Stimuli and Processing and 
listening test. The hardware and software that are being used are reported within each section.""
3.1 MEASUREMENT!
First of all an iPhone were measured with Clio to get the frequency response. The measurements 
were made to be able to recreate the iPhones frequency response on the stimuli.""
HARDWARE!
Location: Piteå musikhögskola, Studio 1"
Clio microphone"
4x Absorber/Gobos, dimensions: 194cm x 146cm x 40cm"
iPhone 4s"
Microphone stand"
Stool"
SOFTWARE!
Clio""
The measurements were made in studio 1 at Piteå musikhögskola. Gobos/absorbers were used for 
additional noise and acoustics cancellation. They were placed as an additional floor and three 
more for extra walls. Clio was used to measure the iPhone in order to get the frequency response. 
White- and pink-noise was generated from logics test generator and exported to 1 minutes clips, 
44.1kHz, 24 bit with a volume set to -6dBFS. The measurements was done with Clio and was 
measured for 20 seconds. The distance between the cellphone and the microphone are reported 
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bellow. The iPhones volume was set to the half of maximum level, 8/16 dots. The white- and pink-

noise were played from Dropbox³ integrated media player."
Fig. 1 an illustration of how the phone was measured!

³ www.dropbox.com 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3.2 MEASUREMENT RESULTS!
The room, red, were measured to be aware of possible room tone and/or noise. Measurement two 
and three are made to get a close measurement of both white- and pink-noise and four and five 
are measured to get a frequency response that will remind more about how one would perceive the 
sound when holding the phone more casual."

Fig. 2 shows the measurements of the iPhone!
1. Red - Room"
2. Blue - White noise - on axis - 12cm distance"
3. Green - Pink noise - on axis - 12cm distance"
4. Yellow - White noise - 45° off axis - 65cm distance"
5. Purple - Pink noise - 45° off axis - 65cm distance"""
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3.3 STIMULI AND PROCESSING!
Songs were selected based on their qualities and types of stereo/challenges in mono summing. 
The stimuli were later processed with an EQ that imitates the earlier measured curve. All songs 
were in 44.1kHz, 16bit Wav-format.""
SOFTWARE!
DAW"
Ableton Live 9.1 - Mono alternatives and to apply filter"
Pro Tools v11.1.2 - Normalization of the tracks""
Plugins"
Mid/Side-processing: Voxengo MSED v2.6"
Ableton Live 9: Utility, Multiband dynamic"
FabFilter Pro-Q, v1.22"
Nugen Audio - visLM v1.7.2.0""
HARDWARE!
Computer: Mac mini"
Sound-card: RME - Fireface UCX "
Monitors: Se Electronics The egg and 
Adam A7X"""
" " " " "
" " " " " " Fig. 3 To make the adjustments in frequency Ableton lives multi-!
! ! ! ! ! ! band dynamic plugin was used. All dynamics were bypassed""
3.4 SONGS FOR STIMULI!
The stimuli where chosen based on both intensity based stereo and time based stereo. They were 
also chosen from different decades and genres.""
The following four songs where selected for the test:""
1. The Beatles - Strawberry fields forever - (1967) Is mixed with much intensity based stereo. 

Most of the instruments are fully panned, for instance the drums are only in the left speaker."
2. The M-machine - Glow - (2011)Is a typical radio-/electro-song. It has much reverb and the 

sound of the song is more of an epic character and consists mainly by synthesizers."
3. Tycho - Adrift - (2011)Because of the time based stereo. There’s a heavy phaser on the lead 

that differs in timing between left and right speaker."
4. Komeda - Brother - (2003) Is a pop song with a more minimal character. The band is a 

standard modern pop constellation with drums, electric bass, guitar, lead and add vocal."
 
The songs are both time- and intensity-based stereo. They consists of a wide variety of genres 
from several different decades. They were listened to and analyzed with and without mono 
summing active. They were analysed with a vector-scope to ease the analysis. Alternatives were 
tested and carefully compared to each others and standard mono summing. For the conversion M/
S processing played a central role in the new conversions. It was for instance used for boosting the 
side signal +3 dB before summing to mono in hope for i.e. reverberation and hard panned solo 
instruments may be better represented when mono summed. 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3.5 THE ALTERNATIVE CONVERSION!
I have done the design for the alternative mono conversions. They are mostly based on the papers 
from background of this essay. To separate mid/side Voxengo - MSED[8] was used to make the 
workflow faster. One of MSEDs feature is to mute all mid- or side-signal.""
Mono alternative 1"
Stereo mix —> L + R = M""
This alternative is standard mono summing. It’s included to compare the current standard with the 
two new options. It will hopefully create a context and/or relationship to the other two alternatives, 
help the analysis and give a better perspective on test results.""
Mono alternative 2"
Stereo mix —> Mid (L + R) + Side (L - R)"
Mid + (Side +3dB) = M""
This technic is based on the following phenomena:""
”…When a center soloist is stereophonically recorded equally and in phase on both channels along 
with uncorrelated accompaniment on the two sides, the mono presentation of the soloist is 
increased relatively 3 db more than the accompaniment. If the original stereo accompaniment was 
comparatively weak, the increased level of the soloist or mono may appear too loud. However, in 
the usual desirable stereo balance between solo and accompaniment, this additional 3 db would 
be comparable with the compensating increase normally used to accentuate the soloist on mono. 
In an opposite manner, a soloist recorded in stereo on a side channel, with strong accompaniment 
both in the center and on.the other side, may be buried several db below the accompaniment on 
mono…” [4]""
It is designed in the hope that the result would negate the already known side effect of 
conventional mono-summing."""
Mono alternative 3"
Stereo mix —> Mid (L + R) + Side (L - R)"
Mid + (Side: 200Hz and below -3dB, 200Hz to 2500Hz +3dB, 2500Hz and above -3dB ) = M""
This alternative is based on the ”MONO ALT2” but it was designed due to the risk of comb filter 
effect that may occur in a an overhang on drums or ambience microphone or other bright stereo 
information."""
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3.6 APPLYING FILTER!"
When the mono summing was done a filter was applied. The filter was based on the measurement 
of white noise on axis at 12 centimeters distance. The curve was recreated by using a large image 
from the measurements and an EQ, Fab filters Pro Q. All mono versions were processed with this 
EQ as the step after the mono conversion in the signal chain. "

" " " " " " " " " " Fig. 4 - FabFilter Pro-Q"""
3.7 LOUDNESS NORMALISATION!"
When the different mono alternatives and filter processing were made the excerpts were imported 
into Pro tools for loudness normalization. This was done to avoid a later issues with loudness when 
the different alternatives were to be compared."
Pro tools was used to see the waveforms in more detail and to be able to adjust in-and out-fades of 
the songs. All tracks were adjusted to -23dB LUFS Integrated according to the EBU-R 128 
recommendation. The clips were between 15 and 23 seconds. After the normalization was done 
each individual clip were duplicated in time and exported into 7 minutes loops to facilitate the 
listening test. The loops got exported to later be imported in new Pro tools projects. One project 
per test. Before this could be done the order of songs and mono alternatives had to be 
randomized."

Fig. 5  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3.8 RANDOMIZATION OF ORDERS OF THE SONGS!"
First all the permutations were calculated and numbered. A random number generator was used to 
randomize, first, the numbers in the ”mono alternative” -list below, then the numbers from the 
”Song-alternate” -list."
The mono alternatives were to be used for channel layout on the control 24 on the test. one for 
each song, four songs per test."
The Song alternatives are the order of the songs, one per test."

Table 1"""
Jakob Fällberg"
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The orders of numbers and combination were then sorted. The combinations were then sorted in 
Pro Tools by moving regions per song and changing order in the Pro Tools playlist.""

Table 2"""

SUMMATION OF THE RANDOMIZATION

1. " SONG ORDER - 3124"
" MONO ORDER. - ACB, CAB, CBA, ACB""
2. " SONG ORDER - 3142"
" MONO ORDER. -  BCA, CAB, CAB, BAC""
3. " SONG ORDER - 4321"
" MONO ORDER. - BCA, ACB, BAC, CAB""
4. " SONG ORDER - 4231"
" MONO ORDER. - ABC, CAB, ABC, CBA""
5. " SONG ORDER - 4213"
" MONO ORDER. - BAC, ABC, CBA, ABC""
6. " SONG ORDER - 3412"
" MONO ORDER. - CAB, BAC, BAC, ACB""
7. " SONG ORDER - 1324"
" MONO ORDER. - CAB, BCA, ABC, BCA""
8. " SONG ORDER - 1324"
" MONO ORDER. - CAB, CBA, ABC, CBA""
9. " SONG ORDER - 1432"
" MONO ORDER. - CAB, BAC, BCA, CBA""
10. " SONG ORDER - 3412"
" MONO ORDER. - BCA, CAB, ABC, ABC

11. " SONG ORDER - 2413"
" MONO ORDER. - BCA, ABC, CAB, ABC""
12. " SONG ORDER - 2134"
" MONO ORDER. - BCA, ACB, BCA, ABC""
13. " SONG ORDER - 2413"
" MONO ORDER. - BCA, ABC, CBA, BCA""
14. " SONG ORDER - 4312"
" MONO ORDER. - BAC, CBA, BCA, ACB""
15. " SONG ORDER - 3412"
" MONO ORDER. - CAB, CAB, ABC, CBA""
16. " SONG ORDER - 4132"
" MONO ORDER. - ACB, BCA, ACB, ABC""
17. " SONG ORDER - 4213"
" MONO ORDER. - BAC, CAB, BAC, CAB""
18. " SONG ORDER - 3214"
" MONO ORDER. - CAB, ABC, BCA, CAB""
19. " SONG ORDER - 3241"
" MONO ORDER. - CAB, ACB, BAC, CBA""
20. " SONG ORDER - 1234"
" MONO ORDER. - BAC, ACB, BAC, ABC"
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3.9 LISTENING TEST!
The tests were conducted during one day. From 10 am to 8pm."
The data that was collected in the listening tests were analysed with a dependent, multiple, two 
tailed T-test. The mean- and p-value of the three different mono alternatives were calculated and 
compared to the alpha value. This was made in order to find out if the null hypotesis could be 
rejected and if there would be any statistic significance in the collected data. The alpha value was 
set to 0.05. Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust the alpha value to compensate for the 
increased risk of making type 1 errors in multiple testing.""
HARDWARE!
Location: Piteå Musikhögskola, Control room 3"
Computer: Mac Pro"
Soundcard: Digidesign 192 IO interface"
Console: Control 24"
3x Genelec 1030""
SOFTWARE!
DAW: Pro tools 10""
TEST DESIGN!
The listening tests were made with three Genelec 1030 monitor as playback devices. The 
speakers had a LCR alignment were LR played the references and the center speaker played 
there mono alternatives. 
The tests took approximately between 10-20 minutes. Songs were played in different orders based 
on the previous mentioned randomization. The participants were not allowed to change the volume 
during the test.""
PARTICIPANTS AND THE FORM!
The participants were students on the Bachelor Programme in Audio Technology at Luleå 
University of Technology. Every student had an experience between one to three year as a sound 
engineer. In other words a minimum experience of one year. 20 participants took part in the test."
The test forms were printed on paper and filled in with pen. There was information about the test 
on the front side of the paper and the form was at the back of the same paper."
On the form there were three 100 millimeter lines were the participants would put a cross to rate 
how well Basic Audio Quality, BAQ was translating in the different mono alternatives."
The participants got to read the instructions on the paper that was handed out and after that they 
had an opportunity to ask questions if they had any. Then the listening test began."
The instructions described that there would be four different songs in the test. Each song had a 
reference and three alternatives. They had to grade the three alternatives on each line at the form. 
The left side of the line stood for a bad representation of BAQ and the right side of good 
representation.""
The introduction to the test and form can be found in the appendix.""
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4.0 Results!"
The results are presented in different tables below. The data has been analysed with a multiple, 
dependent T-tests. Functions and calculations have been made in Open office v4.0.1.""
This research are based on new alternative ways of mono conversion that are developed by the 
author. These conversions haven’t been tested before and therefore the null hypotesis is set up for 
the test.""
”There is no perceived difference between alternative mono conversions and/or standard mono 
summing”"""
FUNCTIONS AND CALCULATIONS!
To calculate the p-values, see Fig. R6 , the following function has been used.""
=TTEST(cells…;2;1), were ”2” is two tailed test and ”1” for paired samples.""
Bonferroni correction is applied to get the results right in relationship to number of T-tests where α/ 
Alpha is originally 0,05.""
" " " α / numbers of tests = Bonferroni"
" " " 0,05 / 3 = 0,01666 ≈ 0,017""
To calculate the histograms the following function has been used.""
=FREQUENCY(cell:cell;cell:cell)""""
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The table shows all data that has been collected, song by song. 20 participants. Grades from 
0-100. It also shows the total sum and an average per alternative."

Table 3!
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The table shows the average ratings on mono alternative per participant. It’s based on all the four 
songs values for the three mono alternatives."

" " " " " " Table 4"""
This histogram displays the distribution of ”alt 1”. Y = Numbers of participants, X = Grades"

" " " " " " " " " Fig. 5""
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This histogram displays the distribution of ”alt 2”. Y = Numbers of participants, X = Grades"

" " " " " " " " " Fig. 6"""
This histogram displays the distribution of ”alt 3”. Y = Numbers of participants, X = Grades"

" " " " " " " " " Fig. 7""""
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This table shows the calculation of the P-value. ”Calculated”-results by calculation, "
It also shows the calculation of the Bonferroni correction. The test shows i there is any statistic 
significance."
T-Test 1 displays a comparison between Alternative 1 and Alternative 2. The results shows no 
statistic significance."
T-Test 2, a comparison between Alternative 1 and Alternative 3. The results shows a statistic 
significance and therefore the null hypotesis can be rejected. Alternative 1 is preferred."
T-Test 3, a comparison between Alternative 2 and Alternative 3. The results shows no statistic 
significance."

Table 5 displays the comparison between the different test results  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5.0 Discussion!"
There is only one of the three results that shows statistic significance, see test2 in table 5. It is a 
comparison between standard mono summing and alternative 3 that has been developed during 
this study. The subjects have rated the standard summing higher than the alternative mono 
conversion. The mono conversions have been slightly higher rated than standard mono summing 
in table 3, where the songs by Tycho and Komeda have been higher rated. There is not enough 
differences between the ratings in these collected data to reject the null hypotesis."
The results, most likely, depends on several factors. One may be that the adjustments of the mono 
alternatives results in a too small, marginal difference. Another contributing reason might be that 
the phone-filter that has been applied is making it even harder to hear any difference."
Based on the results my alternative doesn't point out the difference I was hoping for. ”The Beatles 
Strawberry fields forever” is a typical intensity based stereo song and standard mono summing has 
been rated as the best reproduction by the participants. When looking at the results In table 3 on 
the results for Tycho. Mono alt 3 is rated as the best reproduction. Tycho was chosen as stimuli 
because it’s a typical time based stereo song. It’s hard to tell if the EQ-curve on mono alt 3 
combined with EQ-curve from the telephone is working together or if it’s the mono summing itself."
I believe the summing also is dependent on the context for instance what genre and/or what 
purpose the song or material for fills. The material might be a pop song and be dependent on 
mixing trends by the time it is/was recorded. The material might be more of a soundscape and be a 
more abstract piece more like a drone. These are factors that will probably be of great importance 
for how they are constructed and how they will behave in a mono summed version.""
Except for the data that has been collected from the forms there was a comment that occurred 
quite often when the test was done and the forms were handed in. Many of the participants were 
talking about ”The Beatles - Strawberry fields forever” and mentioned that the differences were 
easier to recognize on that specific song."""
5.1 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY !"
The reliability!
The test were conducted in an acoustically treated control room. They were done in one day and 
the participants did the tests under the same conditions. The volume was set to the same level for 
all the subjects and were never changed during or between the tests. There was a window in the 
room that had been covered with an absorbent to avoid visual or audible input from the adjacent 
room during the test."
It was of great importance that the test form as clear as it could be. I would be around to answer 
questions after the participants had read the instructions. I wanted to answer as few questions as 
possible and thus avoid affecting the outcome as little as possible. After about five tests had been 
done, I noticed that questions about how the console worked and how to start and switch between 
song occurred quite frequently. I decided to tell the forthcoming subjects that this part of the 
description would be declared orally. ""
The validity!
The stimuli were graded based on BAQ. This was to get an overall estimation on how the 
alternatives would be perceived by sound engineers. The results would probably have been more 
accurate if there would have been more subjects. The results would probably have been more 
precise if there would have been more parameters to grade per song. The parameters could be 
based on previous studies, for instance: How well is the the direct sound to reverberation ratio 
preserved? and how well are the level between the instruments preserved?"
There was no control of the hearing for the various participants. The subjects are quite young 
sound engineers and my assumption is that their hearing is relatively good comparing to the 
average sound engineer."
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The results may have varied if the question would have been which alternative that the subjects 
preferred.""
5.2 CONCLUSION!"
Alternative mono conversions to the standard method for mono summing have been developed 
and tested on subjects who studies as sound engineers at Luleå university of technology. The 
alternative conversions have been evaluated in order to find out if the monophonic reproduction of 
music might benefit from an alternative conversion. The data that have been collected seems to 
point out that there is no need for the new mono conversion that has been developed and tested 
during this study is necessary and that the standard mono summing is the highest rated option by 
the subjects this far.""
5.3 FURTHER RESEARCH!
The mono conversion may be done in a better way than the two I have done. There are probably 
other, better ways to create an alternate mono conversion. This study have only treated two 
alternatives there are probably several other options. The mono conversions could have been 
graded in another more precise way with more parameters per stimulus.""
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7.0 Appendix "
Om testet! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Listening test page 1/2!"
Testet består av fyra låtar. Varje låt har en referens samt tre alternativ av mono-konvertering. Testet 
bygger på att du lyssnar och bedömer vilka mono-alternativ som du tycker representerar 
referensen bäst."
Till testet hör även att mono-versionerna är tänkta att användas av mobila enheter som 
smartphones dvs små högtalare. Alla mono-versioner har därför ett filter som representerar en 
iPhones frekvensrespons. ""
”Hur värderar jag låtarna?”"
Testet är tänkt att bedömas med hjälp av basic audio quality, BAQ:""
”5.1 Monophonic system!
Basic audio quality!
– This single, global attribute is used to judge any and all detected differences between the 
reference and the object.”!"
BAQ innefattar i princip alla hörbara skillnader. I detta testet kommer de tre alternativen 
vara filtrerade samt spelas upp i mono."
Fokuset kommer att vara på mono-konvertering med en målsättning att bedöma vilken 
mono-version som representerar referensen bäst."""
Under testet!
Referensen ligger alltid på regel ett."
Alternativen ligger på regel två, tre och fyra. Lyssna på en åt gången genom att trycka 
solo-knappar på mixerbordet."
använd transport-knapparna på bordet för start och stopp"
För att välja låt, tex låt1, tryckt: ,1, på C24an. För låt 2, tryck: ,2,""
Ändra ej volym för högtalare!"""
Tack så mycket för att du gör testet! 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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Listening test page 2/2!
Skalan 0 till 100 står för hur bra alternativen representerar referensen, 0 är mycket dåligt 
och 100 är mycket bra."
Markera med ett kryss.""
Låt 1!
" "         0" " " " " " " "      100"
Alternativ 1"

"
Alternativ 2"

"
Alternativ 3"

""""
Låt 2!
" "         0" " " " " " " "      100"
Alternativ 1"

"
Alternativ 2"

"
Alternativ 3"

""""
Låt 3!
" "         0" " " " " " " "      100"
Alternativ 1"

"
Alternativ 2"

"
Alternativ 3"

""""
Låt 4!
" "         0" " " " " " " "      100"
Alternativ 1"

"
Alternativ 2"

"
Alternativ 3
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